Recon
Valleycon 23  March 24, 2013,
Chicopee, MA  contact Al LaFleche
4133061270 or
ajlafleche@comcast.net
Downeastcon 2013  April 7, 2013,
Thorton Academy, Saco, ME

Long Island Show  April 13, 2013,
Freeport, NY  contact Robert  631
9818201 or taurleo@optonline

CAN/AM CON 11  April 13, 2013,
Richmond, VT  contact Chris Graeter
8028781275 or cgrae4906@aol.com
Noreastcon 2013  May 34, 2013,
Radisson Inn, Rochester, NY

Granitecon XXI  Oct 20, 2013, Nashua
Elks Club, Nashua, NH
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2012  2013 Dues

If you have not already done so,
please renew your dues for the
coming 20122013 membership
year. Dues are still $10. Please
remit your dues to John Nickerson at
the meeting or send it to him at 18
Stone Street, Middleboro, MA
02346
Don't forget to ask for the Family
Membership if you have sons or
daughters as members in the club
as well.
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before he entered the military, and the
multiplicity of those taken at his funeral. In my
opinion, the illustrations are well worth the
price of the book.

Book Report, "The Lent Papers", a
biography of Oberstleutnant Helmut
Lent, Nightfighter pilot and ace.
By Hal Marshman Sr

Authored by Peter Hinchliffe, published by
Cerberus Publishing, Ltd, 2003/2005
This was a bargain purchase from one of
the book catalogues I receive at my house
monthly. At $7.95 (suggested retail is USD
39.95), plus a like amount for shipping, I
found it hard to resist. The book is printed in
a matte finish, that's absolutely flat. At first I
found this finish somewhat disconcerting, but
I became acclimated to it rapidly. At least it
resists glare and reflected light, unlike many
books I've read. The Lent Papers is very
heavily illustrated, with at least one photo on
nearly every page. The photos are of course
wartime pictures, some are grainy or blurry
to an extent, but I've not seen at least 90
percent of them before. For the student of
Luftwaffe uniforms and decorations, they are
very valuable. Outside of the various pictures
of Lent, his family, fellow airmen, and
occasions during his life and career, there
are duplicates of log book entries, letters and
messages, telegrams, and his various award
documents. For the aviation enthusiast,
there are pictures of all the various airplanes
Lent trained in, and later flew combat in, not
to mention each and every type he claimed
as victories during his nightfighter career.
Many of these photos were gleaned from
family sources, in particular those taken
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Oberstleutnant (Lt. Colonel in US sevices)
Lent started his career just prior to the onset of
World War II. He flew Bf110 twin engined
fighters during the Polish and Norwegian
campaigns, acquiring 8 of his vicories as a day
fighter. After being transferred to the night
figters, it took him a little while to make his first
score, but once started, embarked on an
almost meteoric career, with victories,
promotions, and decorations following each
other in fairly rapid successon.At the time of
his death in a landing accident in October of
1944, Helmut was an Oberstleutnant, the
Kommodore of a night fighter
Jagdgeschwader. and a holder of the Knght's
Cross with Oakleaves, Crossed Swords, and
Diamonds, and all this at the age of 25.
Between his day and night victories, he
accumulated 110 kills. Testimonials written by
Geschwader mates abound, and all show
Helmut as a strict but human commanding
officer, showing great concern for his men. He
also showed concern for the crews of the
aircraft he shot down. As a practicing Christian
he murmured a prayer for his fallen enemies.
He appears to have not been a convinced
National Socialist. but as a commanding
officer, he was obliged to give lip service to the
regime he served. I mentioned his Christianity,
and as a member of the German Evangelical
Church, he did practice his religion, indeed, his
letters home tell of a great devotion to his God.
It is not my purpose to argue the incongruities
of a faithful Christian serving a regime as foul
as that of Nazi Germany, just to report to you
my impressions after reading his biography. I
would have to say, "Read the book, and form
your own conclusions".
In summary, I found "The Lent Papers" to
be a valuable record of an expert practitioner

Darlington Hobbies

of his trade, that of a night fighter ace, full
of insights into his personality, and in the
process, a detailled study of the RAF's
night assault against Germany, and the
steps taken by the Luftwaffe to counter
that attack.
Hal Sr

379 Market St.

Warren RI 02885
401 245 7550

Store Hours:
MonFri
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Contact Info.

Email: paul@darlingtonhobbiesinc.com
Website: www.darlingtonhobbies.com

Were willing to give your model
club discounts.
30% off ordered items. (must be
prepaid)
20% off in stock items.(paints &
supplies are 15%)
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ago, to build a display case which had never
been built. I placed a motion on the floor to
use those funds for the lights. This motion
was seconded, and passed. Now I just need
to remember to tell Kevin.

From The Bridge

The President's Column

We are now in our 44th (2012 – 2013)
membership year. The membership fee is
still only $10 per year and you can pay a
couple years in advance if you wish.
There is also a family membership plan.
Mail your payments to me or see me at a
meeting, checks to be made payable to
Bay Colony Historic Modelers.
Let’s jump right in because I’ve got a lot to
cover. First off, let me wish our
membership and their families a very
healthy, happy, and joyous holiday
season, and a prosperous New Year,
fiscal cliff or no fiscal cliff.
Good news, Norm’s surgery is behind him
and he is recovering. Hopefully we will
see him soon at a meeting.
At the October meeting on the battleship,
I spoke with Kevin Conlon about the
model museum. He told me that the
biggest problem they had was that they
needed to replace some fluorescent tubes
in the display cases and some ballast
units and he didn’t know if they would be
forthcoming from the battleship. He felt
that it was about $100 to $150 of needed
materials. At the November meeting I
addressed the membership and explained
this situation. I also told of how we had
set aside some funds, a number of years
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Once again, it is recharter time for all IPMS
chapters. The latest form is asking for more
information this year than they have in the
past. It is mostly about the history of the club
and the founding members, which I think is
good information to pass on. There was
other information that I had to confirm and
now need to fill in the blanks and get these
forms off and make our rechartering official.
Sixty five modelers came to compete on Nov.
4th for BayCon 2012, entering 261 models in
the competition. Even though we had more
awards to give this year, there were 23 fewer
entries than last year. Hopefully, I will have
the results done and the numbers crunched
and you will find an article elsewhere in this
issue giving a breakdown of the show
numbers. With three new categories, split
from more general, more crowded
categories, I was surprised to see how lightly
entered they were. One model each! Now, in
truth I didn’t expect that the new cats would
be overflowing, but I though there would be
some competition. Maybe next year.
On behalf of the show committee, I would
like to thank all of those people that helped
out on the day of the show, no matter what
their function was. I should list them all but I
don’t know that I know all of the people that
helped and so as to not leave anyone out I’ll
just say, once again, thanks to you all.
Without your help the show would be
doomed. The show committee is fairly small,
the crew that sets the show in motion is even
smaller, but it grew by one this year. Paul
Champigny took over as Vendor Coordinator.
Thanks, Paul, and I hope you will consider
staying on in that roll. There are some
people that deserve special note. Joe
Russum and Hal Marshman took over the
front table early on and stuck it out until late

afternoon. Ok, so Hal switched off to the
raffle table once the rush was over. Big
thanks to both of these guys. Kevin Colburn
found out he would have to work the day of
the show. Steve Kwasny volunteered to fill
Kevin’s role.
There are a couple of other people that
must be thanked, both non club members. I
purposely approached both ParaGrafix
Modeling Systems, (www.paragrafix.biz),
and Vintage Racing Miniatures, (www.VR
M.com ), in an attempt to get them to
sponsor categories. Paul Bodensiek of
ParaGrafix welcomed the opportunity to
sponsor the SCI FI category. He also
donated a couple sets of etched brass for
the raffle. One was so new that it didn’t
have the instructions printed for it yet. (
John Gisetto managed to scoff both of
these, trampling a couple of innocent
bystanders in the process.) Steve DeVaux
of Vintage Racing Miniatures had to pass
on the opportunity for this year, but did
send us a couple beautiful sets of VRM
decals for the raffle. (I didn’t get any of
these either!) I appreciate their generosity
to our club.
It was pointed out to me after the show that
Rockie Blunt’s name was misspelled on the
U.S. Infantryman award and on the Missing
Man plaque. The nameplate on the Missing
Man award will be replaced. Our apologies
go out to Rockie’s family for our error.
There are a couple of negatives issues I
would like to address about the show.
These are minor items but I hope people
might remember next year and we can
prevent these issues. I noticed a taxi
competing in the miscellaneous category. I
would think that it would compete better in
one of the automotive categories such as
Light Commercial. And a problem that was
repeated many times on the judging forms
was that the entry numbers of the individual
entries were not filled in on the sheets. This
has slowed down the verification and
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recording of the results. Hopefully I will
remember to remind the judges next
year.
Both Terry Sumner and Steve Kwasny
have announced the subject matter of
their challenges for 2013. The Kwasny
Armor challenge will be the M4
Sherman, and the Terry Sumner
challenge subject will be the T6 Texan.
Both are great subjects in my opinion.
Both have numerous variants, were
widely used, and have many available
schemes. Now get those kits and get
building, you’ve had plenty of warning.
Those of you that stayed for the awards
ceremony will probably remember that
difficulty we had with the microphone
that day. Ok, so it was mostly me, but it
was difficult to work around. If there’s
anyone in the club with experience or
knowledge of microphones, that could
assist us to possibly buy one that would
work with the hall system, and/or, if not
too expensive and maybe we could
donate this to the hall. Or possibly
someone has a microphone that we
could use that would work with the hall
system. Please let me know if you think
you can help.
I spoke with a number of people at the
show about a lot of different things and
we did manage to pick up a few new
members in the process. Hopefully you
will be seeing their names here in the
newsletter in the near future.
Member Cliff Luzon spoke with me at
the show about a contact he had from
his local Y. He was asked about
developing a model building program.
Cliff popped their balloon when he
asked who was supplying the kits. I told
Cliff that if the subject was not entirely
dead and there was interest, that
possibly we could assist in acquiring

and/or provide models. Also we may have
some members willing to provide some
instruction and coaching. I will update you on
this if anything develops.
God bless America! Pray for our servicemen
overseas.
Happy modeling and give kits to kids!
John J. Nickerson

bchmaprez@verizon.net
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Support Your Local
Hobby Shops

Up Scope:
Jan 12th 2013 Meeting
Bill Collins  Host
113 Powderhorn Drive
Taunton, Massachusetts
5088248141

Take 140N from Taunton or S from Norton. Go
right or left on Norton Street. Take a left at first
fork, then a right at the second fork. Take first
right and follow along to house #113.

Feb 9th 2013 Meeting
Joe Ravino  Host
64 Judson Rd.
Weymouth, Ma., 02188
7813310118

From Rte 3, exit 16 for Weymouth, rte 18 North.
Go left at first light, and immediate right on
Front St. Go left at first blinking light on Federal
St. Go right on Summer St, and immediate left.
Now, almost immediate right on Judson Rd.
When Judson turns left, first house on the left,
blue shingle Cape.
If you get mixed up, call Joe at the above
number, or Hal at 781 335 3086 cell 781710
6294.
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Mar 9th 2013 Meeting
John Gisetto  Host
390 Plymouth Street
Middleboro, MA
5089471546
Rte 495 to Rte 44 exit. Take Rte 44E. From
rotary go to third set of lights and take a left on
to Plymouth Street. KOA campground is on the
corner.
Its the house on the right (green ranch). Its
about 1/2 to 3/4 of a mile up on Plymouth
Street.

Review:
Decals – Kurtis Midget Racer
V8 by Vintage Racing
Miniatures
VRM019 (WWW.VRM.com)
About two years ago Revell released
two gems; Kurtis Midget Racers in the
Ford V8 and Offy powered versions.
Each of the kits comes with decals for
two schemes. I knew it was only a
matter of time before the aftermarket
kicked in some additional schemes.
MASSCAR member Steve DeVaux’s
company, Vintage Racing Miniatures,
has produced two sheets for the Midget
Racer, one for each version. I had to
make a choice and went with the Ford
V28 powered version. In general,
these sheets are little jewels. The Ford
V8 sheet contains color instructions for
‘six’ historical schemes. On top of that it
includes a myriad of extra sponsor
decals and six sets of gold metallic
engine turned red outlined numbers, 1
thru 0. Two straight / vertical small
number sets, two forward sloped large
numbers, and two back sloped large
number sets. You can use these
replace the Revell gold metallic
numbers or create your own schemes. I
must point out that the ‘engine turning’
effect is amazing! These gold metallic
numbers can be used to reproduce the
numbers for many Indy car schemes
especially from the Offy powered
roadster period and may be worth
picking up a sheet or two just for that
purpose.

I have not tried to use them, yet, but as
they are printed by Cartograf, I expect
they will work just fine. At $21 a sheet I
think they are a tad expensive, but
when you consider that it includes six
schemes, that works out to $3.50 a
scheme, plus extras, not too bad. I got
my copy from Harry’s Hobbies.
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Del’s Bits and Pieces…………
Things you might like to know, or
maybe not.
Monogram introduced it’s first all plastic
model in 1954, (PC1) Midget Racer, in
1/20 scale. It was produced from 1954
to 1964 as PC1, was reissued as PC
110 from 1965 to 1968. It was soon
followed by PC2 Hot Rod and PC3
Racing Speedboat. They sold for 98
cents each.

Del’s Bits and Pieces………
Things you might like to know, or
maybe not.

Monogram turned to releasing plastic
aircraft models in 1955. They
introduced their first series in silver
plastic starting with (PA6) B26
Invader, 1/67 scale, and (PA7) B25
Mitchell, 1/68 scale. The B25 was re
issued as PA196 in 1968 and 6819 in
1970, it was continuously in their
catalog for 30 years. They were
followed by (PA8) PBY Catalina,
1/100 scale, (PA9) Douglas DC3,
1/90, and (PA10) Douglas B66, 1/82.
They sold for 98 cents each.
On a personal note, these kits were
favorites of ol’ Del. Their plastic had a
distinctive aroma. Just the smell of that
plastic would bring a smile to my face.
I cannot fit the fuselage halves of a
PBY together, (including the Academy
kit), with out memories of these kits
flooding back. Talk about your magic
moments.

Support Your Local Hobby Shops
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In Range:

Nov 10th Meeting  Bob Don
In Attendance:
Hal Marshman Sr.
John Nickerson
Mike Kenney
Steve Kwasny
Joe Russum
Gil Costa
Chris Libucha

Kevin Colburn
Frank Knight
John McCormick
Bob Don
John Gisetto Sr.
Ray Rosario
Gian Montecalvo

Raffle:
1/35th Achilles TD  Mike Kenney
Mini Brushes  Ray Rosario
Sanding Sticks  Kevin Colburn
British Tank Crew 1/35th  John Nickerson

Oct 13th Meeting  BB59
200mm German SS Officer  Edmund Rosario
54mm Panzerjager  Edmund Rosario
1/35th SAS Jeep  Frank Iacobucci
1/35th SAS Jeep (WIP)  Frank Iacobucci
In Attendance:
Bob Magina
Steve Kwasny
Bill Collins
Kevin Colburn
Gian Montecalvo
John Nickerson
Joe McDonald Sr.
Mike Kenney

John Gisetto Sr.
Frank Iacobucci
Edmund Rosario
Chris Libucha
Gil Costa
Bob Don
Dave Tanguay
Kevin Conlon

Raffle:
1/350th DD 537 Sullivans  Edmund Rosario
1/48th Scribing Template  Kevin Colburn
Sanding Sticks  John Gisetto Sr.
Micro Brush  Chris Libucha
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IPMS Bay Colony Modelers meet the second Saturday
of each month from 1:00 to 4:00 PM. The meetings take
place at selected members houses. Look at the
Battlewagon or the club website for locatiion and
directions. Guests are always welcome. Membership is
$10.00 per year. Members and guests are encourged to
bring completed models or works in progress for display
and discussion.
The Battlewagon is published six times per year. All
opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect IPMS Bay Colony or IPMS USA
views. Submissions relevant to modeling are welcome,
and may be published at the discretion of the editor. All
material is subject to editing. There is no payment for
articles.
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IPMS Bay Colony
Historical Modelers
71 Willow Lane

Plainville, MA 02762

phone: (508)6957754
email: treadhead@comcast.net
web: www.ipmsbaycolony.com

2012  2013 Club Dues

If you have not already done
so, please renew your dues
for the coming 20122013
membership year. Dues are
still $10. Please remit your
dues to John Nickerson at a
meeting or send it to him at
18 Stone Street,
Middleboro, MA 02346

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOPS

(508) – 222-3460

Hobby Hut
47 Bank Street Rear
Attleboro, MA 02703
Models - Trains - Paints - Rockets - RC
- Hobby Supplies 10-6 Daily
10-5 Sat
Closed Sundays
- WILL SPECIAL ORDER -

IPMS Bay Colony Historical Modelers
71 Willow Lane
Plainville, MA 02762

